The Churchill Archive includes more than 800,000 pages of original documents, produced between 1874 and 1965, ranging from Winston S. Churchill’s personal correspondence to his official exchanges with kings, presidents, politicians, and military leaders. This is more than a fantastic collection of primary source material, it is a unique digital library offering new insight into a fascinating period of our past.

**Trials begin in Summer 2012**
For more information and to reserve a trial for your organization, contact: churchillarchive@pcgplus.com

**A Unique Collection**
The Churchill Archive features thousands of private letters, speeches, telegrams, manuscripts, government transcripts and other key historical documents online for the first time ever.

Designed for both teaching and research, the collection is augmented by interactive user tools and valuable teaching and supplementary resources. The Churchill Archive will be an essential resource for academics, researchers, students, teachers, writers and enthusiasts in the fields of:

History • Politics • International Affairs • Military History • British Studies • Literature • The Arts • Cultural Studies • Social Policy • Business • Linguistics • Public Speaking

**Recommend to Your Library**
The Archive is available to institutions via subscription or purchase. Contact us for a price quote or for more information: churchillarchive@pcgplus.com